sensitivities of the human green and red cone mechanisms to sinusiodally flickering light were found to be near equal and independent of field size and estimation method No wavelength dependency of modulation sensitivity was found. An observer who lacks the red cone pigment (protanope) did not show unusually high flicker sensitivity to green light of 525nm. The modulation transfer function for the normal observer measured with a green flickering test on a red background is identical to that on a green background when the backgrounds have been equated for the green cones by the protanope. The same is true for the contrast transfer function of the normal observer when determined with a green grating on the red and green backgrounds equated by the protanope.
INTRODUCTION
Several years ago, one of us reported data on the spatial and temporal transfer functions of the three color mechanisms of human trichromatic vision (Green, 1968 (Green, , 1969 . More recently, Kelly (1973 Kelly ( , 1974 has published the results of a similar series of experiments, but with some strikingly different conclusions. In contrast to Green's finding that the transfer functions of the red and green mechanisms are nearly identical in peak sensitivity. Kelly reports that. under some conditions. the green mechanism peak is more sensitive by a factor of 5-8 than the red. Supersensitivity of the green mechanism is not apparent when viewing chromatic gratings under ordinary circumstances, but appears only after the red mechanism has been depressed by suitable chromatic adaptation. These findings have important theoretical implications. They cannot be explained by assuming that the well-established red-green opponent interactions reduce normal sensitivity. Red-green opponent color interactions are known to be linear or approximately linear functions of the photo-pigment quantum-catch functions (Larimer, Krantz and Cicerone, 1974) . Such linear processes will not suffice to explain supersensitivity of the green mechanisms as well as De Lange's (1958) finding that peak modulator sensitivity is nearly independent of wavelength. To appreciate this. consider what happens with stimuli in the middle and long wave portions of the spectrum. These stimuli wili affect the green and red cones to varying extents. Linear differences between signals from a supersensitive green mechanism and a less sensitive red mechanism cannot account for a constant and depressed sensitivity at all wavelengths. If at any particular wavelength one assumes a suitable weighting to compensate for the unequal sensitivities of the underlying systems. then at shorter wavelengths one expects relatively enhanced sensitivity and, at longer wavelength, relatively depressed sensitivity. What Seems to be required if Kelly's observations are correct is a strong nonlinear interaction between the outputs from two different kinds of cone systems.
Why these interactions are present under the conditions of some experiments and not those of Green's or those of the several recent independent determinations of the temporal and spatial transfer functions of the color mechanisms (Estivez and Spekreijse. 1974; Cavonius and Esttvez 1975a, b; FstCva and Cavonius, 1975: Cicerone. 1974 ) has been an unanswered puzzle. Estevez and Cavonius (1976) and Kelly (1976) give a detailed discussion of some of these issues. Several procedural differences might be important. Green used small targets with sharp edges, superimposed on a larger. uniform adapting field. and Kelly used a large (8') circular test field which coincided with the adapting field To estimate the sensitivity of the color mechanisms, Green (1968 Green ( . 1969 varied the test field radiance and Kelly (1973, 1974) varied the adapting radiance. In this paper, we first report our attempts to identify which procedural differences lead to the discrepancies between different determinations of the temporal transfer functions of the red and green cone systems. Disconcertingly, none of the above-mentioned procedural differences seem to account for the differences in findings for the red and green mechanisms. Using a large test field and adjustment of adapting field radiance to determine sensitivity, we fail to find supersensitivity of the green mechanism; instead. we replicate Green and the other workers in showing the near equality of the isolated red and green mechanism peak modulation sensitivity. Three other experiments were designed in pursuit of green supersensitivity, but only served to cast further doubt on its existence.
METHODS
The experiments of Figs 1. 2. 3. and 4 were conducted in an apparatus similar to that described by Green. A flickering test field 5.0' diameter was formed by imaging the tight from an electronically modulated Sylvania CoolWhite fluorescent tube on a 25 mm artificial pupiL The color and intensity of the test field was varied by means of neutral filters (Oriel) and narrow band interference filters (Baird Atomic). The mean irradiaoce and depth of modulation was measured at each wavelength with a calibrated pin-10 photodiode (UDT) and suitable infrared V.I. 18 I?-_*
